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CF~PTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Eroblem--It was the intention of the 
writer to ascertain the reactions of the members of the senior 
class of Winchester, Massachusetts, Hi gh School to the educa-
tional conditions there, including its assembly program, 
athletic program, pupil activities program, the student govern-
ment, the curriculum and the school library. 
Method of completing the study--The study was made 
through t he medium of an objective inquiry form (See Appendix) 
submitted to the pupils under teacher direction. Prior to 
this, the form had been completed by groups of freshmen to 
test it for objectivity, clearness, and understanding. The 
inquiry form was divided into eight sections, each of which 
contained objective questions, which facilitated answering 
and also the tabulating of answers. At the end of each sec-
tion pupils were given the opportunity of expressing general 
opinions on the subject in question. 
Educational conditions at Winchester High School--
Winchester is a community which rather sharply symbolizes a 
relatively large number of surburban centers throughout the 
country and particularly throughout New England and the East. 
Traditionally it has been a residential site for families, 
the heads of which, in the majority, work in Boston. As 
would be expected, it has many fine old families, and the 
population is much higher economically, educationally, and 
~1-
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socially than is usually found in communities of its popula-
tion, which numbers about 16,000 persons. 
The high school has a population of about 740. There 
are 40 teachers, most of whom have master's degrees, and 
whose experience averages ten years. The per pupil cost 
for the high school is about $266.00 which compares very 
favorably with other towns comparable to Winchester. Teach-
ers' salaries are relatively high, being in the top six of 
comparable towns. 
The building itself, is relatively old. It was built 
in 1906 and as a result, is crowded and extremely inadequate 
for the educational needs of the pupils and the town. How-
ever, plans are being formulated to build a new high school 
within the very near future. 
Assemblies--High school assemblies are held about 25 
times during the school year in the auditorium which seats 
the whole student body and faculty. Assembly programs are 
varied, with the great majority put on by s-tudent organiza-
tions, including the band, orchestra, glee club, chorus, 
athletic association, dramatic club, student publication, 
etc. In addition, there are about f'our assemblies at which 
outside . paid ~ artists entertain and instruct the pupils. 
Typical assemblies of this sort might include a musical 
quartet, a commercial artist, an electrical demonstration, 
or dramatic readings . Funds for such programs are obtained 
through the sale of' high school decals and through class 
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gifts. The programs are planned and scheduled by the high 
school Principal. 
Athletic Program--The boys' athletic program is under a 
trained, full-time athletic director, who is assisted by six 
part-time instructors, who also teach other non-related 
classes. The gymnasium, since the high school was built in 
1906, is very inadequate, as is the athletic field which is 
shared with the Junior High School. Locker and shower faci-
lities are also inadequate. These inadequacies necessarily 
curtail the athletic program, especially intra-mural sports 
which, as in most schools, due to popular demand, are sec-
ondary in importance to interscholastic athletics. 
The fall varsity sports for boys are; football, which 
includes a freshman squad, a junior varsity and varsity 
squad, and cross country. During the winter there is bas-
ketball, a rifle team, and ice hockey. Spring sports in-
clude: baseball, varsity, junior varsity, and freshman; 
track, tennis, and golf. 
The girls' athletic program is in charge of one trained 
physical education teacher who has an assistant only for the 
soft-ball program. The girls' program is, even more than 
the boys, handicapped by lack of facilities, both indoors 
and out. The fall program includes only field hockey. Dur-
ing the winter there is basketball, varsity and intramural, 
a rifle team (run in conjunction with the boys) and swimming. 
In the spring the girls participate in softball. 
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Intra-mural sports for boys and girls are a part of the 
physical education program and include only basketball which 
takes place during the winter season. 
Pupil activity program--'I'here are twenty-six different stu-
dent organizations or clubs, which include dramatic, musical, 
photographic, scientific, literary, social service, student 
government, art, honor societies, thrift, and other types. 
Each has a . faculty advisor. 'rhere are two forty-five minute ac-
tivity periods each week, at the beginning of the sch ool day on 
Tuesdays and Fridays, and the organization may meet during these 
periods. Clubs are formed at the will of the pupils who must 
show real desire and secure the cooperation of an interested 
faculty member to serve as advisor. Clubs which do not hold 
the interest of the members are allowed to go out of e x istence. 
There is no restriction as to the number of clubs to which a 
person may belong. Howeve~, members of some clubs or organiza-
ti ons like the glee clubs, chorus, and band are selected accord-
ing to a pupil's ability. 
Student government--The student government consists of a 
student council which has an elected president, vice-p resident, 
secretary and treasurer. The membership is made up of a rep-
resentative from each recognized club or organization, the 
principal and two faculty advisors. According to its constitu-
tion the Student Cotmcil may: 
1 . Aid in enforcing general school regulations 
2 . Pass measures for the betterment of student welfare 
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Curricula--The curricula of Winchester High School has 
the traditional three fields, namely, college, commercial 
and general. About 65 per cent of the pupils take the col-
lege course, and nearly all of them go to some type of .college; 
about 20 per cent take the commercial course, and about 15 per 
cent take the general course. The college course includes 
t he subjects necessary to admit pupils to the various college 
and technical schools of the country. Winchester High School 
has an enviable reputation of successful completion of col-
lege by its graduates from this course. The commercial 
course includes the traditional shorthand, typewriting, busi-
ness training and bookkeeping classes. The general course 
has home .Q..I'ts (food and clothing), practical mathematics, 
wood working, mechanical drawi ng, printing and any other 
courses the pupil may desire to elect. 
Periods are 45 or 60 minut es, depending on whether there 
is an activity period or assembly scheduled. The rotating 
type of schedule is in force in the high school. School be-
gins at 8:30 and closes at 2:30 with about 30 minutes for 
lunch. Because of the size of the school there are two 
lunch periods, with half the school eating at each session. 
Teachers are required to remain one hour after the close of 
school, a minimum of t wo nights weekly, for extra help and 
for conferences with parents. 
School Library--The high school library seats about 42 
pupils at one time, which is about half adequate to the 
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demand. It is well lighted and pleasant in atmosphere. It 
has a full time, trained, librarian in charge. The library 
contains 6,009 volumes, and the reference books, recreation-
al reading material and periodicals are those recommended by 
the standard Catalogue for High School Libraries. It is 
open to pupils for reference work during and after the school 
day. The library, besides being too small, lacks conference 
rooms or facilities for group work. It should be mentioned 
that the town free public library is adjacent to the high 
school building, and all its excellent facilities are avail-
able to the high school students during and after school. 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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Administering the inquiry form--The teachers of the 
several sections of English IV, a subject required of all 
seniors, were contacted by the writer. The purpose of the 
inquiry form and the method and plan of administering it were 
carefully explained. In addition the writer was given the 
opportQ~ity to address the members of the senior class, dur-
ing the homeroom periods, for the same purpose. The inquiry 
form was administered during a regular meeting of the English 
I V classes by the regular English teachers. Pupils absent 
the day of the administering of the inquiry form were con-
tacted individually by the writer, and arrangements for their 
compl etion under the supervision of the writer were made . 
Altogether one hundred and forty-eight seniors completed the 
form. Of this group 86 were boys and 62 were girls. All 
pupils except 6, signed their names, but these indicated 
their sex and course taken, and with the cooperation of 
homeroom teachers these six were identified satisfactorily. 
The .Assembly Program 
Table I shows the ratings of the 148 seniors of the 
quality of the assembly programs. Only 3 per cent of the 
class considered the assemblies to be of e xceptional quality, 
but likewise only 3 per cent rated them to be of poor quali-
ty. 61 per cent rated them as good and 32 per cent consider-
ed them to be of fair quality. On the whole there was 
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little disagreement between the ability groups. However~ of those 
persons who rated the assemblies as poor, none was of the higher 
ability groups, while four of the five persons who rated these 
assemblies as excellent were of the higher ability groups. 
Table I Rating of 148 Seniors of the Quality of Assembly Programs 
Boys Girls 
I General Upper Middle I Lower I Total , I ' Upper !Middle Lower Total 1Total 
Quality Third Third Third ,· Boys Third I Third !Third Girls , 
I I f i I 
' 
I j l I I I !Excellent I l I 3.49 0 0 I 3.49 i 1.61 I 1 .. 6l j 0 2 .23 1 3.38 I I i I I 
20.93! 16.28 !53.81 j I I I I JGood 18.60 1 24.19 1 20.97 124.19 169.35 !61.48 I I · I l I j 
! ! J I : I I I ! 
Fair . . 10.47 1 10.47 1 13.95 34.88 fl 8.06 i 11.29 . 8.06 27.42 131.75 
1Poor 
! 
0 5.81 0 3.38 
Table II shows the preference of the 148 members of the senior 
class as to the type of assembly most preferred. 40 per cent of 
the seniors selected the musical assembly as that most preferred; 
while 32 per cent favored the dramatic assembly. However, the boys 
and girls differed in these two choices, for 50 per cent of the 
boys made the musical assembly first choice as against 21 per cent 
choosing dramatics, while 47 per cent of the girls made the as-
sembly dealing with dramatics the most preferred and 27 per cent 
selected assemblies devoted to musical programs. The selections 
-:<- The 
Boys: 
8 2:...99 ; 
Third, 
ranges in I. Q. based on the Otis Gamma Test is as follows: 
Upper Third, 111-135; Middle Third, 100-110; Lower Third, 
Girls : Upper Third, 110-132; Middle Third, 100-110; Lower 
83-
\ 
i 
I 
I 
' 
' 
I 
I 
! 
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of the boys and girls also are contrasting in regard to the athle-
tic rally and the demonstration type of assembly. Only 2 , per 
cent of the boys made the athletic rally the first choice in regard 
to assembly programs, while 11 per cent of the girls favored it. 
19 per cent of the boys in contrast to 10 per cent of the girls 
made the demonstration type of assembly their first choice. The 
assembly devoted to some type of demonstration program was the 
third highest with 15 per cent of the class so voting, and the ath-
letic rally was a poor fourth, receiving only 6 per cent of the 
pupils selecting it as the most popular type. There were no marked 
difference between the various ability groups of either boys or 
girls. 
Table II Pupil Preferences ~ to :1pes of Assembly Programs 
'Dramatic 
l 
1Musical 
\ jOther 
i 
0 
I 
I 
2.23 1 
Boys 
! I:. 
1.16 I
! ~ I: 1.16 1 2.23 ~ ; 1.61 
! 1 ' 
! I I' 
i I 'I 6.98 !11.63 j20.93 j ! l4.52 
i j l ! 
I ! ~ l 
!19.97 i 19.77 110.47 150 II 
2.23 1 3.44 
i 
8.14 
• 1 9.68 I i 
I 3.23 . 
I 
Girls 
' 4.84 : 4.84 :11.29 6.08 
! I 
i 
1.61 ! 3.23 ! 9.68 14.86 
' 
8.06 . 
I 
0 1.61 4.84 1 6.75 
I I i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Table III shows the opinions of the 148 seniors concerning the 
policy of organization and scheduling of the assembly programs. 
95 per cent of the senior class held that the policy of organizing 
and scheduling of assembly programs was a concern of both pupils 
and faculty. There was unanimity of opinion on this point among all 
ability groups of both poys and girls. 76 per cent of the seniors 
were in favor of weekly assemblies in contrast to intermittent 
scheduling as is the present policy. There was~ however~ 24 per 
cent of the class who felt that the present policy of intermittent 
assemblies was satisfactory. There was no marked disagreement be-
tween boys and girls or between the three ability groups in regard 
to the above points. 
Table III Pupils' Opinions Concerning the Planning and Scheduling 
of Assembly Programs 
Boys II Girls . I 
I 
iBy 
! 
Faculty , 2.33 1 3.44 1 1.16 I 6.98 11 l.61 J 0 3. 23 i 6.45 · 6.75! 
! !By Students , 
j and Facul- !30.23 1 
ty j 
I I . !Every \lveek j27. 91 : 
;Intermit-
tently 
I : 
1
• I I I ! 
' . I . 
24.42 ,' 25.88 ,77.91 11 27.42 ! 
' I I 
I 
33.87 28.03 95.16 1 94.6~ 
! I 
. I ' , I . 
20.97 ; 25.81 174.19 76.35 
1 I f 
, I 
I 
I 
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Table IV shows the extent of pupil participation in assembly 
programs during the senior year and during the previous three years. 
45 per cent of the seniors par•ticipated in at least one assembly 
during his last year in high school. 58 per cent had participated 
during the first three years of high school. The middle ability 
groups of both bo¥s and girls led in this participation, while the 
lower ability group had the fewer number of participants. 
Table IV Participation EJ: 148 Seniors in Assembly Programs 
I 
Boys I Girls 
I 
Upper iMiddle Lower iTotal I Upper .Middle \ Lower Total\ Total 
1
Third l Third
1
Third l Boys .l Third · Third 1 Third Girls ! 
I I 
' \ ! ' ! l! I ! : ~artie~- ~ Yes \ 12.79 \ 
1 pated :, 1 I 
~his Yea~; No i l9.77 
· l! i I 
I :l i I ' i ! I ! 
.\ I ! 
~ l j 
' 
I I 
52 \59 68 \ 58 10 1 
'p . i i II I ~ artl.c - i I 
. •j I ' pated :. Yes l l6 28 1 
i !, 
25 ss l l7 ~4 l 59 3o l! 16 16 · 27 o3 114 
' t i • i • I . - I • d • • I • j • : • jDuring •! i: ' ·' : I ' i ! II No 116.28 l 15.12 ,40.70 !! ! 4.84 \17.74 \40.32 41.90 i ~revious 9.30 17.74 I il I I I I 
1 
ears H I I II I : I i I I " I II I· · i I• i j: I ! I ·I ,. 
' 
Table V sho.ws the opinion of the 148 members of the senior class 
in regard to: 1. articulation of assembly programs with the regular 
high school curricula 2. the entertainment value, and 3. whether or 
not the assemblies made up a valuable part in their school life. 
Only 36 per cent of the seniors considered the assembly programs 
to be well articulated with the work of the regular classes. 86 
per cent believed the assembly programs had good entertair~ent 
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value and 73 per cent of the class felt that the assemblies were 
a valuable part in their school life. On the point of articulation 
there was no disagreement among the ability groups or between the 
boys and g irls. Fewer boys found that the assemblies had good en-
tertainment value than did the girls~ 83 per cent as compared with 
89 per cent. This was true among the ability groups as well. It 
is noticeable in regard to the third question that the higher 
ability groups had a greater percentage of those who believed the.t 
the assemblies formed a valuable part of school life as compared 
with the lower ability groups. 
Table V Opinion of 148 Seniors Concerning Certain Phases of the 
Assembly Programs 
Boys 
lGood En- ; i ' ' l ~ertain- ~es 29.07 i 29.07 24.42 i82 .56 l 32.26 33.87 ! 30.65 1 96.77 ! 88.5~ 
: !' I ' . t ~ent ;~--+------+-------r----~~ --- -~,i------~----_,,------~----~~------; ~alue ~o 3.49 ; 5.81 8.14 jl7.44 I 1.16 0 1.61 ' 3.23 :11.48 
1 . jValuable 
!Part of 
jSchool [Life 
! 
i j 
~es 29.07 26.74 17.44 \73.26 25.81 
! -~ 
i----~-----+------~-----. +~ --~- -~------~----~------------~-----
lNo 3.49 8.14 15.12 i26.74 8.06 9.68 9.68 ·27.42 26.48: 
1 ·1 · r 
I 
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Comments of pupils concerning the assembly programs in 
general--The comments of the pupils concerning the assembly 
programs differed widely. The largest number of similar 
opinions (41) expressed a desire for more programs with pro -
fessional talent. Nineteen pupils were in f'avor of more 
pupil participation in the assembly programs, and the same 
number stressed the- opinion that programs would be improved 
if there were pupil participation in the program planning. 
There seemed to be a rather general attitude in the minds of 
the pupils commenting that the main purpose of assemblies was 
entertainment, and most cow~ents were made with that attitude. 
Typical comments began, "Programs would be more fun, if •••• u 
nr would enjoy the program more if •••• 11 
The Athletic Program 
Table VI shows the opinions of the 148 seniors concern-
ing: (1) the B.dequacy of instruction in sports with a carry-
over value, (2) the adequacy of provisions for beginners and 
those of lesser athletic value, (3) whether or not good 
sportsmanship is emphasized and (4) whether or not inter-
scholastic competition is overemphasized to the detriment of 
other parts of the athletic program. 73 per cent of t h e 
class held that ther•e were inadequate instruction and facili-
ties provided for those pupils interested in sports with a 
carry-over value. There was general agreement, for the most 
part, between boys and g irls and among the three ability groups. 
The exception was in the lower ability group of boys where the 
opinion was divided almost equally. The opinion as to the 
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adequacy of provision for beginners and the less able was 
rather evenly divided, 57 per cent believing that the pro-
visions were inadequate and 43 per cent that they were ade-
quate. There were, however, 62 per cent of the boys who 
felt these inadequacies as compared to 53 per cent of the 
girls. 41 per cent of ' the boys stated that good sportsman-
ship was secondary to the desire to win as the important 
outcome of athletic instruction, but only 19 per cent of the 
girls were of that opinion. These figures compare with an 
' 
over-all opinion of 32 per cent who stated the above opinion. 
62 per cent of the 148 seniors believed that inter-scholastic 
sports were overemphasized at vvinchester High School. How-
ever, 57 per cent of the boys maintained this opinion as 
compared with 71 per cent for the girls. 
Table VI Opinion ~£ 148 Seni ors Concerning Certain Phases 
of the Athletic Program 
I 
iYes 1 or ~N o 
Boys Girls 
11.29 1 11.29 : 27.42 27. 27' 
l 
22.58 : 20.97 72.58 :72.73 
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Table VII shows the extent of participation by the 148 
seniors in the varsity and intra-mural athletic program. 
More than half (52 per cent) of the seniors regularly took 
no part in athletics during the fall season. The boys, how-
ever, made a ·better showing than the girls with 50 per cent 
participation against 39 per cent for the girls. Of those 
who did participate 29 per cent took part in varsity ath-
letics and 18 per cent took part in intra-mural sports. 
The winter s ports program shows only 18 per cent of the 
boys not participating in athletics. The girls' figure also 
shows improvement, but even so 50 per cent of the girls did 
not participate. The over-all picture shows 68 per cent of 
the class regularl~ participated in either varsity or intra-
mural winter athletics. 
The spring athletic program had participation by 54 per 
cent of the seniors. This breaks down to participation by 
53 per cent of the boys and 53 per cent of the girls. Of 
those who customarily engaged in athletics in the spring 
39 per cent took part in varsity sports and 14 per cent in 
intra- mural sports. 
Summarizing we find, that approximately 50 per cent of 
the senior~ including boys and girls, did not participate in 
athletics during the school year and that the participation 
in intra-mural athletics during the spring and fall averaged 
only about 16 per cent of the class. The middle ability 
group of both boys and girls were the most active in ath-
letics throughout the year . 
Table VII 
;Participation 
I 
yarsity 
:Fall Sport 
Intramural 
Fall Sport 
(Varsity 
!Winter Sport 
l 
I 
!Intramural 
.Winter Sport 
i 
I 
Varsity 
;spring Sport 
! 
[ 
!Intramural 
!Spring Sport 
I 
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Pupil Participation in Varsity and Intra-Mural Sports 
Boys ~ Girls I 
Upper \Middle !Lower \ Total [j upper: Middle iLower lTotal l Totall 
--~ I ; l i . I i I l 
6 .98 i lo.47 !12.79 t30.23 1· 8.o6 1 12.9o ! 4.84 25.81 : 2s.3s1 I ' i I ' I !I i ! 
: 1 i · I 
2.23 1 
! 
i ! I 
3.44 113.95 !19.77 i 1.61 \ ' i 9.68 . 4.84 12.90 ~ 18.24 · 
9.30 
! ! I 
I 
! l 
\ 12.79 \ 
, I 
! I 
i 
' I 
··-i 
6.98 ;29.o7 1 8.06 i 12.90 
!' 
i ! I 
' I l 11.63 ; 16.28 124.42 !52.53 I 3 • 23 i 16.13 
I ' 
I I 
i 
t· 
I . 
i 11.29 I 12e 90 
i 
\ 
! l ! • 
3.23 24.19 27.03! 
3.23 25.81 41.22' 
3.23 27.42 39.19· 
., 1.16 !1: 1.16 I 3.44 5.81 :; 6.45 II 16.13 ) 3.23 125.81 14.191 
i l ll I ! I . ;;~ ==================================~===========! 
Table VIII shows the sports voted most popular by the 148 mem-
bers of the senior class. Naturally the choices differ for the 
most part between the boys and girls. For the boys football is easi-
ly the most popular with 31 per cent so voting. Basketball was the 
sport receiving the next largest vote with 19 per cent selecting it. 
I ce Hockey r~ceived the third highest vote, or 17 per cent. Tennis 
and baseball followed, each receiving 12 per cent of the votes. 
Tennis was the most popular sport for the girls, receiving 34 per 
cent of their votes. Basketball received the second largest vote 
with 26 per cent selecting it. Softball was the third choice among 
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the girls with a vote of 26 per cent. Riflery received 10 per cent 
of the girls' · vote and the o_ther sports received only scattering 
votes . Cross country received no votes from the boys and track 
received only 3 per cent of the total boys' vote. 
Sport 
Football 
Table VIII Sport Most Popular with Seniors 
Boys Girls 
\upper \Middle \ Lower j •rot al j·\ Upper huddle l Lower ,1• Total !. Total. 
!Third 1 Third !Third! Boys l Third ! Third !Third . Girls J 
1 
' , \l I 
6.98  5.81 \18.60 \ 31.40 \\ 0 0 0 0 !18.24 
~Field Hockey ! I h t 1 o \ o o o II 3.23 , 3.23 3.23 j 9.68 jo4.oo 
!Basketball 
I 
8.14 i 5.81 \ 4.65 !18.60 ll l7.74 1.61 ' 6.45 ' 25.8l i21.62 
I f ! q 
!Ice Hockey 
jTrack 
i 
!Tennis 
I 
!Softball 
Golf 
~ 
Riflery 
I 
3 . 23 1 9.3o 
! 
2.23 1.16 
! 5.81 3.44 
! 3.44 2.23 
' ' I j 
' 1.16 ! 1.16 i 
' I 
! \ 
1.16 I 0 
l 
' ' Cross Country! 0 i 0 ! t 
I I 
I ! \Baseball i 4.65 3.44 
I I I 
0 
I 1 t j el6 \ 
j ) 
! ? i 0 ' l ; i 
I f 
' I ' 
l 0 I I 
! f I 
' l i l 0 I I I 
I I 
!i 
3.44 H 
I ' d 
I! 6 .. 98 ,, 
II 
0 
0 
6 . 45 
6.45 
I\ 1.61 2.23 
d 
1 . 16 Ill· 61 
I 
I 0 
\ 
0 
I I 
f 3.44 1 1.63 11 1.61 
0 0 0 !10.12 
1 
I 
' 
0 1 .61 : 1.61 !02.70 
i 
! 
24.19 ' 3.23 i 33.81 20 . 92 
! 14.52 J lO.l~ 4.84 3.23 
i 
0 ! 3.23 4.84 03.3lj 
., 
' 
I 
i 
' 0 8 . 06 ; 9.68 ! 04.7~ 1 
I 
I I l 
~ ! 
ioo.oq 0 l 0 ' 0 t 
I i ! 
' 
i 3.23 3.23 8.06 ;15 . 54, 
I I I : 
Comments £I pupils~ school athle tic program--~ ore than a 
third of the pupils (38 per cent) suggested an expanded intra -mura l 
athletic program especially in the fall and spring. There was also 
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considerable support for greater emphasis on minor sports, especially 
those with carry-over value. Comments were, on · the whole, favorable, 
the coaches receiving many plaudits as did the athletic program in 
gener al. 
Pupil Activity Program 
Table IX gives the opinions of the seniors regarding several as-
pects of the activities program: (1), the value of the program, {2) 
the qual ity of the faculty leadership, and (3) whether or not the 
activities clubs supplemented the regular school curricula. Only 21 
per cent of the 148 seniors felt that the clubs were not interesting 
and worth-while. Only 11 per cent thought that faculty leadership 
was not capable and enthusiastic. 38 per cent of' the senior class 1 
however, considered that there was little articulation between the 
business of the clubs and the regular class work. In all cases the 
highest ability group of both boys and girls were more favorable than 
the lower group on all three points. In the case of' the worth-while-
ness of the organization, the higher ability groups were almost unani-
mous in their support of this opinione 
Table IX Opinions of 148 Senior Pupils Concerning Certain Phases of 
~Activities Program 
Boys Girls I I 
Upper 
Third 
Middle!! Lower I Total ! Upper Middle Lower 
Third i Third 1 Boys Third 'rhird IJ.'hird 
Total \Total! 
Girls 1 i 
!clubs were I 
!Interest- !Yes ! 29.07 
jing ' and i No : 3.44 
\Worthwhile ! ! 
!Faculty I 
!Leaders ~n- •\ Yes 29.07 jthusiastJ.c 1No 3 4 
!& Capable 
,Clubs Suppl~- ~ 
1
ment School \Yes i 22.09 
Curriculum No i l0.47 
. 11 T I I .l I ! 
33.72 25.88
1
88.37 jr,'20.93 i30.65 !30.65 
1.16 I 6.98 11.63 ! 4.84 i 3.23 I 1.61 
I I! ! 
! f 
I ! 
80.65 )79.3'/j 
19.35 j 20~6~ 
! . 
i I 
i ' 
90.32 1 89.1~ 
9.68 110.81{ 
I • 
l I . I' 
18.60 116.25 ,56.98 1.22.58 124.19 
.16.28 16.28 !43.02 111.29 I 9.68 
l 1 
i22.58 69.35 62.1~ I 9.6s 30.65 37.s~ 
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Table X shows the extent of participation in the activities 
organizations by the 148 -senior pupils. Only 9 _per cent of the 
whole group, 12 per cent of the boys and 5 per cent of the girls 
did not take part in any of the activities organizations. 16 per 
cent of the members of the senior class, 16 per cent of the boys 
and 16 per cent .were members of at least six different clubs dur-
ing high school. 59 per cent of the class were active in three 
or more clubs during their four years of high school. Three clubs 
was the median number of clubs to which pupils belonged. The 
middle ability groups were most active in club membership. 
Table X Pupil Participation in Activities Organizations 
l No. 
I 
l None 
l 
i 
One 
1 l· 'l'wo 
I 
Boys Jl, ; Girls 
I · jf 
! H 
, ' J! l l r I i Upper !Middle Lower Total p
1
upper Middle : Lo~er Total Total I Third I Third i1'hird Boys : 1 'I'hird ! Third l ThJ.rd Girls ! 
3.81 1 0 5.81 111.63 !1 1..61 1 0 t 3 . 22 1 4.84 1 8.78 
I - ! i ~ i : 
· 1! ! · 1 I 
8.14 li
1
_16. 28 ll 6.45 [ 0 !12.90 \19.35 :17.56 
.: !' I ,. I 11 . ! ' l 
4.65 ! 4.65 
! !i I 1 
4. 65 i 13.95 !I 3. 23 ! 3. 23 6.45 !'12. 90 113.51 i · f l , 1 1· ji r • 
' 
ll Three 2.23 !11.63 3.44 (17.44 4.84 [ 9.68 4.84 ,19.35 118.24 I I : I r-F-o_u_r--~-4--.-6-5~- --5-.-8-l--~4--.-6-5~:.! _1_5-.-l-2-+r-3--.2--3~~ -l-l-.-2-9~~1--.6--l+l -l-6-.-l-3-L\ 1-5--.5--4~ 
! l 
' j 
Five 3.44 2.23 3.44 \ 9.30 4.81 
Six 8.14 5.81 6.45 
1 1.61 ·I 
i 
8.06 
I I 
1.61 1 8.06 1 8.78 
I 1.61 116.13 16.21 
I 
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Table XI lists the type of activities organization most popu-
lar with the 148 members of the senior class. Musical organiza-
tiona led all types of clubs in popularity~ receiving 33 per cent 
of the votes. Dramatic organizations were second~ having received 
23 per cent of the votes. Both boys and girls generally agreed 
on these choices. The other types of clubs all received some sup-
port with publica~ions organizations gaining 8 per cent and photo-
graphic clubs 7 per cent of the votes. Radio clubs received the 
least support, with only 2 per cent of the votes. The pattern of 
votes of the three ability groups and of both boys and girls was 
approximately the same in each choice. 
Table XI Type of Activities Organization Most Liked .£il Seniors 
\ Boys Girls 
1 J 'I Preferences iUpper )Middle JLower Total \~ Upper 
Third \ ·Third iThirdt Boys 
. : I . 
Drama 10.47 ] 9.36 : 4.65 j 23.26 
i l 
6.45 \ 22.58 ! 22.97 
i ; 
. ' 
1.16 : 
; II 
' Literary 0 0 i 1.16. tl 4.84 i q q 
I i 
!\ 9.68 \ Musical 6.98 : 12.79 : 9.30 ) 27.91 
. I \, 
fl 
Photo- ' 
4.65 : 
\l 
graphic 3.44 1.16 . 8 .14 ,l 3.23 i H i 
I 
0 \ 1.61 ~ 4.81 [06.81 
Publica- H \1 tions 4.65 0 4.65 : 6.98 q 3.23 
I 
3.23 I 1.61 8.o6 :o7.56 
Radio 1.16 0 2. 23 " 4.65 [\ 0 0 0 0 ;o2.02 
Discussion 11 •' 
Groups 
' 
2.23 1.16 2.23 5 •. 81 \1 3.23 
t· 
.I 
Other 9.30 -8 .14 4.65 22.09 It 3. 23 
!i 
I 
' 
0 \ 1.61 4.84 05.45 
6.45 I 0 9.68 17.56 I I 
! 
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Table XII shows ·the opinion of the 148 seniors concerning the 
scheduling of the activities period. · 64 ·per cent of the seniors 
favored scheduling the activities period four times weekly. The 
opinion of the boys and girls differed considerably on this point, 
however, f'or 74 per cent of the boys favored activities periods 
four times weekly while only 48 per cent of the girls agreed. 76 
per cent of the 148 seniors preferred the beginning o f the day as 
the time of the activities period to be scheduled. Again the 
boys were much more heavily in favor of this opinion, with a vote 
of 85 per cent as compared with a vote of 65 per cent for the 
girls. All ability groups follow the same general pattern. 
'l'able XII Pupils 1 Opinion Concerning the Scheduling of the Acti vi-
ties Period 
I 
l 
Choice 
jTwice 
jweekly 
! 
i 
iFour Times 
!Weekly 
! 
!Beginning 
!of School 
!Day 
j 
lEnd of 
!School Day 
Boys 
Upper Lowe r l 'l'otal 
Third Third Third ! Boys 
f 
11.63 ! 8.14 5.81 125.88 
20.93 . 26.74 26.74 !74.42 
' 
Girls 
Upper iMiddle ! Lower ! Total1
1
Total 
Third \ Third[ Third !Girls : . 
\ ! i i I I • ' 
12.90 ! 22.58 ,. 9.68 j 45 .16 / 33.7~ 
i ; I 
. 1 ~ 
i i 1 ' 
8.o6 122.5B I48.39 !63.5d I I I 17.74 
26.74 31.40 26.74 (84.88 14.52 ' ! ! 27.42 1 22.58 j 64.52 j 76.3~ 
' : 
5.81 3.44 5.81 15.12 13.95 6.45 
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Pupils' comments .concerning the activities program-- 'l'his 
phase· of school life received comparatively few comments, only 
twenty- five in all. Those commenting generally spoke in i'avo r o f 
scheduling the activities pe r•iod four times a week. However, 
the reason given for this change was not to be able to partici-
pate more in such organizations, but that such scheduling would 
r esult in shorter class periods and additional study time i n 
s chool. 
Student Government 
Table XI I I shows the attitudes of the 148 members of the senior 
class in regard to the responsibility for student conduct. Only 10 
per cent of' the pupils considered it a problem solely of the f acul-
ty, and only 18 per cent consider ed it a student problem. The 
gre a t majority, 76 per cent, agree that it is a joint problem of 
both faculty and students. The pattern of attitudes in these re-
s pects of both boys and girls and of the three ability groups is 
almost identical. 
Table XIII Opinions of 148 Seniors ~ to Problem of Student Conduct 
i 
I 
:1 
il 
ii 
Boys 
l 
l! 
" j 
Girls 
! ·! ' I' 'J H I I I l !Student 
1conduct 
Problem 
!students 
I 
!Faculty 
!Joint 
jProblem 
l 
Ji ; I' . 
a !\ Upper : Middle 
of;; 'rhird . Third 
!: 
i 05.81 1.16 
I 
" li 3.44 4.65 
i} 
!! 22.26 29.07 
ll 
i i! Lower !Tota1t\ Upper 
Third l Boys [! Third 
1VIiddle i Lower \Tota1\ Total 
Third \ Third jGirls · 
' 9. 30 ll6. 28\l .1. 60 6. 45 ! 1.60 ! 9.68 )17.51 i 
3.44 ;11.631! 1.60 4.84 
r t! 
1.60 8.06 10 . 14 
i it 
19.77 j72.o9 !\29.o3 22.58 
i 11 
I I~ 
29.03 ;8o.65 75 .68 , 
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Table XIV lists the pupils' of the senior class opinion con-
cerning certain phases of student government which include: (1) 
Support of student body, (2) Support by the faculty, ( 3 ) adequacy 
o f council control over student affairs, and (4) whether or not 
school policies are made with consideration for student opinion. 
75 per cent o f the 148 seniors voting held that the student coun-
cil did not have the support and confidence of the high school 
pupils. Each ability group o f both sexes agreed on this point. 
On the other hand 61 per cent o f the seniors agreed that the stu-
dent council d id have the support and confidence of the fac u lty. 
The higher ability group of the boys and the middle ability g roup 
of the girls disagree on this point. 86 per cent or the seniors 
do not believe that the student c ouncil has adequate contro l of 
student conduct. 61 per cent of the pupi ls h eld the opinion that 
school policies are made without consideration of student opinions. 
The g irls are in an even larger majority on this last point , 65 
per cent so voting. 
Table XIV Opinions of 148 Seniors Concerning Certa in Phases of 
Student Government 
I 
,I I 
'' Girls 1 U I 
I !; I 
Boys 
;Yes \ UpJ?er l lVli~dle i .uo':ler \ rr o ta1 !iUpper ! ~i iddle l Lower 1.; Total ! Total 
i I No ! Th1rd . 'I'h1rd \ 'l'hlrd ; Boys liThird t Third l Third ! Girls ' ; 
~upport of lYes 4.65 ! 9.30 110.47 ! 24.42 !1 4.84 1 9.68 ! 9.68 ,24.19 24.3~ 
!student Body (No : 27.91 i 25.88 122 .09 . 75.58 ;:27. 42 i 24.19 : 24.19 i 75.81 75.60 
~upport of !~es : l3 .95 ' 26 .74 !20.93 61.63 !i20.97 ; 14.52 i 22.58 159.68 60.81 
~aculty ro \18.60 , 8.14 \11.63 38.37 !~1.29 ! 19.35 9.68 138.71 ,38.5] 
!Council has 
1 
, . 
1 
. , 
!Adequate 1Yes . 4.65 ' 2.23 1 6~98 13.95 [' 3.23 ' 8.06 I 3.2314 52 :14.18 
~ontro1 No '27.91 132.b6 1 25 .88 . 86.05 .~9.03 : 25.81 !30.65 .85.48 :85 . 81 
-: 
\school Po1i- . : ! i : 1: . , i ' . 
fcies Subject :Yes Q:2 . 7~-t,~_!5~2_ J11. 63 :40.70 !· 6...!_45 ! 17 •7_L __ 9.68 : 35 !_~ ~?.!5~ 
·to Student \No •18.60 !19.77 !20.93 '59.30 !'25.81 ,16.13 : 22.58 164.52 . 61.48. 
!Op inion ' i • l, ! : 1 
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Comments of the 148 Senior Pupils about the Student Coun-
cil~-Two opinions concerning the student council received a 
large measure of support. Thirty-three pupils stated that 
the student council had no useful function except traffic cen-
tro~ and thirty pupils stated that with the ex ception of tra f -
fic control the work of the student council was apparently 
unknown. Meetings are held, they acknowledged, but nothing 
was known of the business that took place in such meetings. 
Curriculwn 
Table XV gives the opinions of the 148 seniors in regard 
to the various subject fields of the high school curriculum. 
History was voted the subject the best taught, receiving 35 
per cent of the votes. History was also voted the subject 
requiring the most work, with a vote of 53 per cent. - History 
also was second as the subject most enjoyed, with 18 per cent 
of the votes. 18 per cent of the seniors also considered his-
tory the subject most disliked. Mathematics, receiving 22 
per cent of the senior vote~ was voted the subject most en-
joyed, but 28 per cent of the pupils also considered it the 
most disliked subject. 16 per cent of the class also con-
sidered mathems.tics the subject the best taught, which was 
second only to the history and English. Sciences was second 
as the subject mos-t enjoyed, receiving 20 per cent of the 
votes. The languages was the subject receiving the second 
largest vote as the one requiring the most work, with a vote 
of 19 per cent of the pupils. English was second to history 
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as th~ subject best taught, 18 per cent of the pupils so voting. 
Physical education was easily the first as the subject requiring 
the least work, but was not in the running in regard to the other 
considerations. 
Table XV Pupils' Opinions Concerning Various Subject Fields 
Courses Best Most I Most Most i 
Taught En joyable !Disliked Work 
Commercial 
Subjects 12.83 06.76 0 02.70 i 10.13 
English 18.25 13.52 18.25 02.03 10.81 
History 35.13 17.56 17.56 53.31 02.70 
Mathematics 15.54 22.09 27.70 08.78 12.16 
Physical 
Education 02.03 13.52 02.70 .0009 55.40 
Sciences 08.12 20.28 08.12 10.81 08.78 
l 
r- 04.73 10.81 18.92 18.92 I 04.08 i 
f 
Languages 
Table XVI shows the time spent on assignments outside of class 
by the 148 members of the senior class. The median time spent on 
homework was two hours, but 41 per cent of the seniors spent long-
er than two hours daily. Only 15 per cent spent less than ninety 
minutes, and only 10 per cent spent less than one hour. 7 per cent 
showed less than thirty minutes in preparation for class work. It 
is noticeable that a much larger percentage of the upper and mid-
dle ability groups spent more than two hours than did the lower 
ability groups of both boys and girls. 
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Table XVI Time Spent in Outside Preparation for Classwork 
I !! 
i Boys , j Girls i I •. 
! t ! i I !No. of Upper !Middle i Lower Total •; Upper /niddle i Lower Tote.l ,Total 
1
nours Third j Third' Third Boys ' 'l1hird . Third 1 Third Girls 
I ; !Less than I I 
!30 minute s · 3.44 \ 1.16 3 .44 8!'14 4.84 0 0 4 . 84 06 . 75 
. 
' minutes 0 0 1.16 30 1.16 0 0 1.61 1.61 3.23 
·one hour 3.44 t 2.23 4.65 . 10.47 0 0 1.61 1.61 6.95 
:One hour 
I 
:and one 3.44 8.14 6.98 18 . 60 .. 1 .61 . 0 11.29 12.90 16.21 
jhalf 
;Two hours 6.98 8.17 11.63 26 .74 11.29 9.68 4.84 25.81 26.35 
\ 
I 
!Longer 15.12 12. 7 9 4 .65 32 .56 20.97 22. 58 11.29 54.84 41.21 
I 
Table XVI I sh ows t he opinions of the 148 members of the 
senior class in regard t o the High School schedule. 59 per cent 
of the class preferred the longe r school day with little or no 
homework, but paradoxically, 86 per cent were i n favor of the 
shorter 40-45 minute period rather than the 50- 60 minute period. 
The boys' vote on the longer vs. shorter school day was much 
closer than the girls' with 55 per cent favoring the longer day, 
contrasting 66 per cent of the girls who pre ferred it. There 
was no question as t o the preference among t he s enior pupils for 
the rota ting s chedule over the cons t ant schedule. 95 per cent 
of the 148 seniors vot ed i n favor of the rotat i ng schedule. 
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Table XVII Opinions of Seniors in Regard to High _School Schedule 
Boys Girls 
: Upper ;Middle I Lower Total .-1 Upper iM.iddle Lower ! Total ' Total 
Third ' Third Third Boys i Third : Third ,Third Girls · 
:short School 13.95 17.44 13.98 45.35 . 11.29 
Day 
8.06 :14.52 33.87 39.19 
' 
'Long School . 18.60 · 17.44 18.60 54.65 22.58 25.81 17.74 66.13 59.46 
· Day 
40-50 Minute 26.74 31.40 ' 27.91 86.05 30.65 27.42 29.03 81.10 86.48 
Periods 
50-60 Minute , 
Periods 5 •81 3.44 " 4.65 13.95 3.23 6.45 3.23 12.90 13.51 
Constant 
Schedule 30.23 ·- 34.88 30.23 95.35 : 32.26 32.26 30.65 95.16 95.20 
Rotating 
Schedule 2.33 0 2.33 4.65 1.61 · 1.61 1.6L 4.84 04.71 
Table XVIII shows the attitudes of the 148 seniors as to the 
curriculum with the most social prestige. 67 per cent of the pupils 
felt that the college course carried with it more social prestige 
than the others. However, 28 per cent of the seniors gave as their 
opinion that there was no significant difference between the vari-
ous courses in regard to social prestige. 
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Table ~/III Pupils' Opinions~ to Curriculum with most Social 
Prestige 
Boys 
i . 
Course : Upper Middle . ~ower j Total 
Third Third Third ' Boys 
,. 
l Girls 
r Upper 11\Uddle l Lower! Total 
l 'l'hird ! Third! Third· Girls 
l 
Total 
:commercial 0 0 0 0 
ii 
0 0 :3.23 3.23 1.35 
): 
'' 
.General 0 0 0 0 ' 0 1.61 0 1.61 .67 I 
' . 
' iCollege 26.74 20.93 :19.77 :67.44 ::24.19 25.81 ' 16.13 66.13 66.96 
:No Signifi-
:cant 
·Difference 
5.81 13.~5 . 12.79 32.56 : 4.84 4.84 12.99 22.58 28.33 
'========================================================================== 
Pupi ls' Comments Concerning Various Aspects of the High School 
Curriculum--1. Subject Best Taught--Seventy-two different pupils gave 
as their reason for selecting a subject as that best taught, that the 
teacher made it interesting. 'l1ypical comments were: 11The teacher 
knew her subject so we~l that she was able to make the material in-
teresting.11 11 The teacher wa s so enthusiastic that she made the 
classes interesting to the pupils . 11 Twenty-six pupils felt that a 
course was the best taught because, 11 the teacher explained the work 
clearly . >t Thirteen pupils gave as their reason why they selected a 
subject a s best taught, that it was the subject in which they learned 
the most. 2. Subject enjoyed the most•-The most common reason given 
as to why a specified subject was the most enjoyable was that they 
liked the teacher the best who taught it. A large number (21) said 
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it ·was the most enjoyable because it was the easiest. ':['hose 
who selected science as their favorite subject stated that 
it was because they enjoyed the variety of the laboratory 
work and the opportunity to work alone. 3. Course disliked 
the most--The chief reason for disliking a course the most 
was difficulty in mastering it. Fifty-two pupils so stated. 
Thirty-one pupils disliked a course the most because it was 
dull or uninteresting. Ten pupils gave as the reason the 
fact that they disliked the teacher, and ten also said that 
it was because there was too much homework. 4. Concerning 
the longer school period--Eighty-two different pupils gave 
as the reason for disliking the longer school period that it 
dragged at the end and that they lost interest, or that they 
became fatigued. Twenty-two pupils disliked the longer peri-
od because it resulted in no activity period on those days. 
Nine pupils stated that they saw no advantage to the longer 
recitation period since they received as much homework after 
such periods as after the shorter period. The twenty-three 
persons who were in favor of the longer class period gave as 
the reason that much more was accomplished. 6 Reas ons for 
selecting the college , commercial££ general course.--Those 
who elected the college course almost without exception said 
they did so because they planned to go to college. Only ten 
gave other reasons, and of those most said because it was 
Hmore broadening 11 or because it was a requisite for a " suc-
cessful life. li Those who selected the commercial course for 
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the most part gave as a reason that they intended going into 
business after graduation. A few (10 persons) said that the 
college course was too difficult. The chief reason for se-
lecting the general course was that they didn't know what 
they intended doing after graduation, and that the general 
course, therefore, seemed the most practical. 
The High School Library 
Table XIX shows when, for how long ~eekly, and for what 
purpose the 148 seniors were in the habit of using the high 
school library. The vast majority, 72 per cent, used the 
library during the school day. Only 9 per cent used it after 
school, and only 17 per cent were in the habit of using it 
both during and after school. 11 per cent of the members of 
the senior class never used the library. Three and one half 
hours weekly was the median time the seniors spent in the 
school library. However, 25 per cent of the seniors custom-
arily spent five or more hours weekly in the school library. 
49 per cent of the senior class used the school library for 
study only,- while 14 per cent used it for recreational read-
ing only. 36 per cent of the senior pupils used the library 
for both study and recreational reading. 
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Table XIX Wnen, ~ Long and Purpose for Vfilich High School Library 
Was Used 
Boys Girls 
' I ! Upper Middle \Lower · Total 
' Third 'l'hird ·r.I'hird . Boys 
I 
H 
27.91 !27.91 :79.05 1:17.74 : 11.29 16.13 45.16 .7162 
i J: ; i School Day 23. 26 
After 
;School 
·Both 
Never 
'1 hour 
3.44 
5.81 
3.44 
weekly 5.81 
.' 2 hours 
'weekly 9.30 
;3 hours 
;weekly 
'4 hours 
,weekly 
•5 hours 
weekly 
-6 hours 
'weekly 
·For Study 
8.14 
1.16 
! 0 
3.44 
'15.12 
For Recre - -
at ion 13.95 
' 1Both .12.79 
. 1 . 16 i 2.33 ' 6.98 
' 
5.81 1 2.33 13.95 
i 
2.33 i 2.33. . 8.14 
6.98 : 5.81 18.60-
5.81 4.65 19.77. 
2.33 3.44 13.95 
5.81 2.33 9.30 
2.33 i 3.44 : 9.30 
15 . 12 6.98 ~ 37.21 
_2.33 : 3.44 ;19.77 
17 • 44 :17 . 44 47.67 
j· 
L 
I ' d 6.45 . 0 4.84 11.29 .0878 !i \j 
I 
F ,, 
4.84 4.84 11.29 20. 97 ' .1696. i ! ' 
4.84 : 3.23 ! 8.06 16.13 .1149 
., 
,, 
·t 
6.45 1 . 61 1 6.45 14. 52 .1696 
' 
:I 
; 
4.84 ; 0 3.23 8.06 .1486 
1.61 4.84 8.06 14.52 .1418 
8.06 8.06 1.61 17.74 12.07 
1.61 12.90 . 3.23 17.74 .1754 
1.61 1.61 1. 61 : 9.84 .0743 
., 
:; 24.19 25.81 16.13 : 66.13 49.31 
~ ~ 
:\ 0 1.61 4 . 84 6.45 .1418 
4.84 4.81 11.29 20.97 36.49 
•i 
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Table XX shows the pupil opinions concerning several aspects 
of the High School library: (1) whether or not it had a pleasant 
atmosphere, (2) the adequacy of its reference books, (3) adequacy 
and variety of its periodicals and (4), the adequacy of its recre-
ational reading material. Only 12 per cent did not consider it a 
pleasant place to study and read. 54 per cent of the seniors con-
sidered the numbers and variety of reference books to be inadequate 
31 per cent felt that the number and variety of periodicals was in-
adequate, and 40 per cent found the recreational reading material 
inadequate. 
Table XX--Pupils 1 Opinions Concerning Various Aspects of High School 
Library 
!Pleasant 
'A t mo sphere 
.Adequate 
:Reference 
,Books 
;Adequate 
,Number and 
~variety of 
jPeriodicals 
Boys 
11 
il 
ii 
l! Girls 
:Yes 1 Upper i Middle ! Lower Total li Upper JHddle jLower 'l'otal Total I I ' I j, 
:No ' Third i 1'hird i Third 1 Boys l! Third : Third 1Third Girls 
I I I 
=Yes] 26.74 ' 32.56 i 26.74 ; 86.05 l! 27.42 29.03 :27.42: 83.37 85.13 
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Comments Concerning High School Library--Only a few per-
sons commented about the library. The most commonly expressed 
opinions were that there was inadequate light reading material 
and that the discipline was too strict. 
Yhat £Upils liked most about Winchester High School--
Fifty-five pupils stated that it was the faculty which they 
liked best about Winchester High School. Twenty-seven per-
sons said it was the friendliness of the pupils which appealed 
to them the most. Seventeen pupils gave as the thing they 
liked best, the 1'high standardn which Winchester High School 
enjoys. By that they seemed to mean its reputation as a col-
lege preparatory school. Other things mentioned as being 
liked best were: Its athletic program (16 times) , its social 
life (12 times),the smallness of the school (12 times), and 
the curriculum (10 times). 
what pupils disliked most about Winchester High School--
There were two main points mentioned by large numbers of the 
148 seniors as most disliked about Winchester High School . 
Coincidentally, both were mentioned forty-three times. They 
were (1) the strong social cliques, that is, the feeling be-
tween the so-called West Siders and Egst Siders, and (2) the 
high school building. Concerning the latter, the inadequa-
cies of the building in regard to its locker facilities, i ts 
cafeteria, laboratory space, lavatories, and its poor light-
ing were all cited many times. Twenty-one persons gave as 
their chief dislike the long school day, and for t welve oth-
ers it was the short lunch period. Only one pupil mentioned 
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teachers, and in this case it was ~ teacher as his chief dis-
like. Homework was g iven as a chief dislike by only six 
pupils. 
Conclusions 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Assembly Programs 
1. The assemblies are on the whole of good quality and ' 
are achieving the purposes for which they are planned. There 
is good pupil participation, good articulation with the regu-
lar school program, good entertainment value, and they are 
considered by the pupils to be an important part of their 
school life. 
2. Pupils would like to have weekly assemblies instead of 
periodically, as now scheduled. 
3 . There is considerable desire on the part of the pupils 
that they should have a voice in selec~ing assembly programs. 
4. There seems to be an erroneous opinion in the pupils' 
minds as to the primary purpose of assemblies, that is, enter-
tainment of the student body. 
5. The pupils enjoy those assembly programs put on by 
professionals and would like to have more of them during the 
school year. 
Recommendations 
1. It seems to the writer. that the attitude of the pu-
pils could be improved by having representatives of the stu-
dent body sit as a comraittee with the principal at the t i me 
assembly programs are planned and scheduled. It is suggested 
that it be members of the student council who make up this 
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committee, since, as will be discussed later, it needs more 
functions .and duties to become a more effective organization. 
Through this committee the purposes and limitations of' as-
semblies could be made known to the pupils in general. This 
would result, in the opinion of the writer, in greater ap-
preciation of the purposes and values of the assemblies and 
increased student interest and support. 
Athletic Program 
Conclusions 
1. The high school has adequate equipment and instruction 
for i nters cholastic sports. 
2 . Good sportsn1anship is well taught in g irls' athletics 
and to a lesser extent in boys' sports. 
3. A g enuine desire and need for an e x panded intramural 
athletic program and for greater emphasis on those s p Ol'ts 
wi t h c a rry- over value is evident. 
4 . Participation, with the limited indoor and outdoor 
facilities at hand, is go od, especially during the winter 
season. 
Recommendat ions 
1. Obviously, the greatest need for the improvement of 
the physical education and athleti c program at V:inchester 
Hi gh School is a larger gymnasium and a larger playing field. 
This will b e achieved only by a new high school building 
which is under consideration at the present time. One of the 
sites being considered is near the present high school, with 
the plan of continuing the p resent use of athletic field 
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together with the Junior High School. This would be a serious 
mistak e, in the opinion of the author, since it would not 
rectify the present condition of a too small play area . A 
larger playing field and gymna sium would make possible a 
greatly expanded intramural and physical education program, 
a paramount need in inchester High School. 
2. A larger physical education and coaching personnel 
would also be necessary in order to expand the prog ram of 
intramural athletics. This is especially true in the case 
of the girls where there is only one teacher so occupied. 
However, with enlarged facilities this would undoubtedly be 
taken care of. 
3 . More emphasis should b e pl~ced on intramural sports 
in which a larger number of pupils engage and also on those 
sports,like golf, which have a carry-over value. However, 
this can only be done at Winchester High School, as in all 
towns, by the gradual education of' the public which now de-
mands strong interscholastic competition, to the detriment 
of the remainder of the athletic program. 
Activities Program 
Conclusions 
1. The faculty leadership is excellent. 
' 
2 . The clubs are serving a useful and valuable part in 
the education of the pupils. 
3 . The pupils would like to have activities periods 
scheduled four times weekly instead of twice as now practiced. 
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4. The present plan of' scheduling the activity period at 
the beginning of the school day is much preferred by the pu-
pils , over scheduling it at the close of the school aay. 
5. Those organizations dealing with music and dramat ics 
are by far the most popular. 
Recommendations 
1 . Although pupils would like to see the activity period 
scheduled more often, it is questionable if this would be ad-
visable. Previous experience showed that daily activities 
periods were used in a great part by too many pupils as a 
study period ·or as a period in which time was wasted in 
club meetings. In the opinion of the High School Principal 
and the faculty, activities period s occurring twice weekly 
give ample time t o transact whatever usef~ul business the 
activities organizations have at hand. 
2. It might be worthwhile to make a further survey to 
see if greater expansion in the fi eld of dramatics and music 
would not prove advisable and popul ar. It is the opinion of 
the wr iter that there are many pupils at present, due to 
limited facilities and faculty leadership, who do not have 
the opportunity to take an active part in such organizations. 
Student Government 
Conclusions 
1. 'I'he student body is well aware that school discipline 
is a joirit problem of faculty and students. 
2. While the student governmeht has the support and con-
fidence of the faculty it is held in low esteem by t he pupils. 
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3. This low esteem is a result of two conditions; first, 
that the student council has t oo few functions and too little 
responsibility and power in school affairs, and second, there 
is t oo little publicity of the business of the student coun-
cil. 
Recommendations 
1. In the opinion of the writer there should be a study 
made of the duties and functions of the present student gov-
ernment and also a comparison made with successful student 
governments in other schools, with the purpose of making stu-
dent government at Winchester High School more functional and 
more important in t he eyes of the pupils. This would be in 
accordance with the modern trend of making our high school 
more democratic. It would also serve the added purpo~e of 
giving the pupils increased experience in democratic govern-
ment, a valuable part of their education towards useful citi-
zenship. 
2. Greater use should be made of the high school news-
paper to publicize the business of the student council. Home-
room representatives should also make periodic reports to 
their fellow pupils so that the school will be better in-
formed concerning the work of the student council. 
Curriculum 
Conclusions 
1. The teachers · at Winchester High School are held i n 
high repute by the pupils. 
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2. The average time spent by seniors in preparation for 
class work is three hours, which is satisfactory. 
3. The short 40-45 minute period is much more popular 
among pupils than is the longer 55-60 minute period. 
4. The rotating schedule as practiced at Winchester 
High School is extremely popular. 
5. The reasons given for choice of curricula shows good 
guidance work. 
6. The college course has greater social prestige than 
any other. 
7. All subject fields are popular with large groups of 
pupils, but history, English and mathematics are the most 
popular. 
Recommendations 
1. That supervised study is superior and more effective· 
than homework cannot be denied. The fact that the longer 
class period is unpopular with pupils seems to be due to its 
misuse by teachers. Pupils state that on the days o f the 
longer periods they have an equal amount of homework to the 
days of the shorter periods, also that teachers seem to find 
difficulty in planning work to keep the pupils interested 
throughout the longer periods. The chief purpose of the six-
ty minute period is that the latter part of it should be used 
for supervised study. If this were the general rule of all 
teachers, then it seems to the writer that homework would be 
less on such days,and the longer period would be more popu-
lar and, more important, be much more effectively used. 
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Library 
Conclusions 
1. The library is generally used by most pupils during 
the school day, though chiefly for ref·erence work . 
2. It is used very little after school. 
3 . In the opinion of the pupils, too little light re-
creational reading material is found in the library. 
4. The discipline in the library, §ccording to pupil 
opinion, is too strict. 
Re commendations 
1. 'fhe chief difficulty with the library is that i t is 
too small for the number of pupils in the high school. This 
c an only be remedied by a new building which, as sta ted above, 
is being planned. Undoubtedly in the new building, provisions 
for a larger library with facilities for conference rooms and 
g roup study will be made. Such a library will remedy any 
shortcomings of the present school library. 
2. The criticism of the library in regard to the lack of 
light reading and the too str ict d iscipline are not to be con-
sidered seriously, as they are due, in the writer's opinion, 
to i mmature judgment, and in the latter case especially, to 
the limited facilities of the library. 
General 
The high school as a whole is held in high repute by the 
pupils. The t eachers and the curricula are especially popular . 
The pupils hav e a high morale and are proud of the h i gh 
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standards and reputation of Winchester High School in the 
community and among other schools and colleges. 
The chief dislike of the pupils is the building with all 
its inadequacies. The new high school building to be built 
in the near future_ will remedy this situation. The second 
great dislike of the pupils is the jealousy and ill feeling 
between the so called East-Side and ~i .est-.Side. iJ.'his is 
chiefly due to the feeling_ between the parents themselves 
and is naturally reflected in their children. There is lit-
tle that the school can do about it. Teachers, however, should 
keep the situation in mind and see to it that it should not 
come to the forefront in school situations. In school elec-
tions, especially, this situation could be alle:viated some by 
education as to the importance of other qualifications for 
office than popularity. Social studies teachers and, in 
fact, all teachers could look for opporttmities of teaching 
the American ideal of equality, regardless of race, color, or 
religious differences. This could also help to lessen this 
social cleavage within the school. 
APPENDIX 
AN EVALUATION OF CER'rAIN PHASES OF 
WINCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, HIGH SCHOOL 
BY THE 
MEMBERS OF THE SENIOR CLASS 
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Explanation: This inquiry form is the basis of a master's 
paper to be written by Mr. Jason. Its purpose is to find out the 
opinions of the members of the senior class concerning certain 
phases of their high school experiences, in the hope that informa-
tion will be gained which will form a basis for recommendations to 
improve the high school. All inquiry forms will be tabulated by 
Mr. Jason, and no individual form will be made available to any 
other person or persons connected with the high school. 
Directions: 1. Make a check in the parenthesis before the 
answer to each of the following questions which most accurately 
expresses your opinion. Please be certain that you make only one 
choice in each question. 
2. In certain cases you are also given an opportunity to express 
your opinion briefly in your ovm words. 
Pupil 's name (please print} 
PART I Assemblies 
A. The assembly programs, on the whole have been: 
( ) 1. excellent 
( ) 2. good 
( ) 3. fair 
( ) 4. poor 
B. Which type of assembly do you prefer: 
( ) 1. athletic rally 
( ) 2. demonstration 
( ) 3. dramatic 
( ) 4. musical 
( ) 5. other (name · it) 
c. The assembly programs should be planned and organized: 
( ) 1. as now by the faculty 
( ) 2. by the students and faculty jointly 
D. Assembly programs should be scheduled: 
( ) 1. every week 
( ) 2. intermittently (as now) 
Assemblies (continued) 
E. Have you taken part in an assembly this year? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
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F. Have you taken part in an assembly during your previous years 
in high school? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
G. Do you think the assembly programs are tied in with and 
supplement the regular class room work? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
H. Do you think the assembly programs were on the whole, 
entertaining? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
I. Do you think you have gained information or other worth-
while results from assemblies, thus making them a valuable 
part of the high school curriculum? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
J c. Have you any other opinions you would like to express about 
the assembly programs? 
P.ART II Athletic Program 
A. Have you regularly participated in a varsity FALL Sport? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
B. Have you regularly participated in an intramural FALL Sport? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
C. Have you regularly participated in a varsity V1INTER Sport? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
D. Have you regularly participated in an intramural WINTER Sport? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
E. Have you regularly participated in a varsity SPRING Sport? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
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F. Have you regularly participated in an intramural SPRING Sport? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
G. Do you think that sports with carry-over value, such as golf, 
tennis, badminton, etc. have adequate instruction facilities, 
and emphasis? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
H. Do you think the athletic department makes adequate provisions 
for those who are beginners and for those of lesser athletic 
ability? 
( ) 1 . Yes 
( ) 2. No 
I. Good sportsmanship, rather than the desire to win is emphasized 
at Winchester High School as the more desirable outcome of the 
athletic program. 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
J. Interscholastic athletic competition is overemphasized at 
vvinchester High School, that is has better facilities, better 
coaching, and greater faculty-student support and recognition 
as compared to intramural sports? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
K. In which sport do you prefer to take part? 
( ) 1. football ( ) 7. softball 
( ) 2 . field hockey ( ) 8. golf' 
( ) 3. basketball ( ) 9. riflery 
( ) 4. ice hockey ( ) 10. cross country 
( ) 5. track ( ) 11. baseball 
( ) 6. tennis 
L. Have you any other opinions or suggestions concerning the 
athletic program which you wish to make? 
PART III Pupil Activity Program 
A. Have you found among the various clubs and other pupil activity 
organizations, activities which were interesting and worthwh i le ? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
B. Do you think that faculty leadership and supervision of' indivi-
dual activity organizations is: 
( ) 1. adequate 
( ) 2. inadequate 
( ) 3. excessive 
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Pupil Act ivity Program (continued) 
c. Do you think that the faculty leaders or sponsors of the activi-
ties with which you were concerned were enthusiastic and capable? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2 . No 
D. Which type of activity do you prefer? 
1. dramatics 
( ) 2 . literary 
( ) 3. musical 
( ) 4. photographic 
( ) 5. school publication 
( ) 6. radio workshop 
( ) 7. discussion group 
( ) 8. other (you name it) 
E . Would you prefer that the activities period be scheduled: 
( ) 1. twice a week 
( ) 2. four times a week 
F. Would prefer that the activities period be scheduled: 
( ) 1. at the beginning of the school day 
( ) 2. close of the school day 
G. In how many clubs or activities organizations have you 
participated as an officer ? 
( ) 1. None ( ) 5. Four 
( ) 2. One ( ) 6. Five 
( ) 3. Two ( ) 7. Six 
( ) 4 • T:t1r ee 
H. In how many clubs or organizations have you participated as 
a member? 
I ) 1. None 5. Four \ 
( ) 2. One 6. Five 
( ) 3. Two 7. Si.x 
( ) 4. T:b...ree 
I. Do you think that the activity program is well tied in with 
and supplements the regular subject matter class work? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2 . No 
J. Have you any other opinion or suggestion concerning the pupil 
activities program which you would like to offer? 
PART IV Student Government 
A. In your opinion is school discipline chiefly a problem of: 
( ) 1. students 
( ) 2. faculty 
( ) 3. a joint problem 
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Student Government (continued) 
B. Do you believe that the student council has the respect , 
confidence and support of the student body? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
c. Do you think the student council has the respect, confidence 
and support of the faculty? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2 . No 
D. Do you think that the student council has sufficient control 
of student conduct? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
E. Do you believe that the opinion of the student body is sought 
after and considered by the faculty before decisionsconcern-
ing school policies and practices a r e made? 
( ) l. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
F. ~nich of the following methods of nominating class officers 
and other student body officers do you think is the most 
satisfactory? 
( ) 1. by petition (as now) 
( ) 2. by a nominating co~nittee (elected by ballot to 
select candidates 
) 3. by free election (the students vote by secret ballot 
until the number of candidates is reduced to a reason-
able number). 
G. Have you any other opinion or suggestion concerning student 
government which you would like to offer? 
PART V Curriculum 
A. ·which subject field in the school curricul1..un do you think is 
the best taught? 
( ) 1. history ( ) 5 . sciences 
( ) 2. English ( ) 6. commercial subjects 
( ) 3. mathematics ( ) 7. physical education 
( ) 4. languages 
B. Why do you think so? 
Curriculum (continued) -48-
c. Vfuich subject field in the school curriculum did you enjoy 
the most? 
( ) 1. physical education 
( ) 2. commercial subjects 
( ) 3. English 
( ) 4 • history 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
5. mathematics 
6. languages 
7. sciences 
D. Why do you enjoy it the most? 
E. Which subject field in the 
the most? · 
( ) 1. mathematics 
( ) 2. commercial subjects 
( ) 3. English 
( ) 4. history 
school curriculum did you dislike 
( ) 5. physical education 
( ) 6. languages 
( ) 7. · sciences 
F. Why did you dislike this subject field? 
G. Which subject field in the 
required the most work? 
school curriculum did you find 
( ) 1. sciences 
( ) 2. mathematics 
( ) 3 . languages 
( ) 4. English 
H. Which subject field 
least work? 
( ) 1. languages 
( ) 2. English 
( ) 3. history 
( ) 4. sciences 
I. \~ich do you prefer: 
( ) 5. physical education 
( ) 6. commercial subjects 
( ) 7. history 
in the school curriculum required the 
( ) 5. mathematics 
( ) 6. commercial subjects 
( ) 7. physical education 
( ) 1. the shorter 40-45 minute period 
( ) 2. the longer 50-60 minute period 
J. v~'hy? 
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Curriculum (continued) -., 
K. ~~ich would you prefer: 
( ) 1. short school day (with homework) 
( ) 2. longer school day (with little or no homework) 
L. Have your homework assignments usually been def'ini te and 
j . 
clearly expla~ned so that you know exactly what to do and 
how to go about doing it? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
Ivl . How long do you ordinarily spend each day on homework, in-
eluding study periods? 
( ) 1. less than one half hour 
( ) 2. one balf hour 
( ) 3. one hour 
( ) 4. one hour and one half 
( ) 5. two hours 
( ) 6. longer 
N. ~~ich do you prefer: 
( ) 1. the rotating schedule (as practiced in high school) 
( ) 2. the constant schedule (as practiced in Junior High School ) 
o. Do you believe the type of training you have received at 
~inchester High School will enable yoQ to become an intelligent, 
useful citizen? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
P. which curriculum are you taking? 
( ) 1. college 
( ) 2. general 
( ) 3. commercial 
Q . v.;hich of the curricula at Winchester High School has the most 
social prestige? 
( ) 1. commercial course 
( ) 2. general course 
( ) 3. college course 
( ) 4. There is no significant difference. 
R. Why did you choose the curriculum you underlined in question 1 P11 ? 
s. Have you any other opinion or suggestion concerning the school 
curriculum which you would like to offer? 
PART VII School Library 
A. Vfuen do you ordinarily use the school library? 
( ) 1. during the school day 
( ) 2. after school 
( ) 3 . both 
B. How many hours a week do 
( ) 1. None 
( ) 2. One hour 
( ) 3. two hours 
( ) 4. tl~ee hours 
you spend 
( ) 5. 
( ) 6 • 
( ) 7. 
in the library? 
four hours 
five hours 
six hours 
c. Do you customarily use the library for : 
( ) 1. study 
( ) 2. recreational reading 
( ) 3. both 
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D. Do you find the library a pleasant place to study and read? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
E. Do you find that the library has ·all the reference books 
which you need? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2 . No 
F. Do you f ind that the library has all the magazines which 
you need? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2 . No 
G. Do you find that the library has a sufficient variety and 
number of books and magazines for recreational reading? 
( ) 1. Yes 
( ) 2. No 
H. Have you any opinion or suggestion concerning the school 
library that you would like to oi'fer? 
PART VIII General 
A . Brie f ly explain what you like best about \~ inches ter High School : 
B. Briefly explain what you dislike most about Winchester High 
School: 
l.·-J l· L.~ l:•.: · 
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